Transforming Information into Knowledge: Your Librarian’s Super Power
Shape shifting abilities

http://www.spellbnd.com/

Charlotte Gustafson
Churchill High School
ADAPTABILITY

MEETING THE NEEDS OF TEACHERS & STUDENTS
ADAPTABILITY

MEETING THE NEEDS OF TEACHERS & STUDENTS
VERSATILITY

MEETING THE NEEDS OF ALL LEARNERS
VERSATILITY

MEETING THE NEEDS OF ALL LEARNERS
FLEXIBILITY

PROVIDING A MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE
FLEXIBILITY

PROVIDING A MULTI-PURPOSE SPACE
Using the power of great collaboration

Cecylia Godoy
Ed White Middle School

http://headhuntersholosuite.wikia.com/wiki/Fantastic_Four
"It has been demonstrated that, when librarians and teachers work together, students achieve higher levels of literacy, reading, learning, problem-solving and information and communication technology skills."

Teacher / Librarian Collaboration
Interactive Journal lessons with Fusion class

Researching Natural Disasters with DataScience

Researching Pandemics with 6th grade ELA students using Discovery Education.
Teacher / Instructional Coach Collaboration
Jason Reynolds’ visit to Ed White!

Project Voice

Fall Literacy Festival
Librarian/ ITS Collaboration
Librarian/ Librarian Collaboration
DATA STEAM Carnival
1st year

LVAC Cluster Meetings

DATA STEAM Carnival
2nd year
Librarian/Community Collaboration
Greeting Students & Giving parents a breakfast treat for bringing students on time.

Google's "Take your family to school day!" Event.
IRON MAN

Using technology and innovation to prepare for the future

Mari Blaylock
Dellview Elementary
“...65% of children entering primary school today will ultimately end up working in completely new job types that don’t yet exist.”
Collaborator

Problem Solver

Ability to Adapt

Sees Failure as Growth

Exploratory Learning
COLLABORATION
Communication
Creativity
Critical Thinking
Using technology for communication

Natalie Watts
Huebner Elementary
SEND OUT THE BAT SIGNAL
October is for Overdrive!

Are you a fan of eBooks? Then try out Overdrive, the NUSD digital library! Every Huebner Library can check out eBooks and audiobooks on most digital devices using your NUSD student ID number, just like other library books. In fact, parents can also check out books in Overdrive with a huebner library account. Visit our library website to sign up for an account.

To access the NUSD Overdrive library, visit https://www2.lc.ucsd.edu/. Students can access Overdrive through Launchpad.

If you would like a tutorial on how to use Overdrive, visit the library and Ms. Wills will be happy to help you get started!

Happy Reading!

Overdrive Goal = 1,000 Checkouts this Fall!
WONDER WOMAN

Verifying information with her lasso of truth

Christie Gudowski
Reagan High School
“Overall, young people’s ability to reason about the information on the internet can be summed up in one word: bleak.”

https://purl.stanford.edu/fv751yt5934
Sponsored content vs. articles
Fauxtography vs. Photography

https://twitter.com/Jeggit/status/902048241646280704
Bias vs. Impartiality

mainstream vs. fringe sources
PIN THE SOURCE ON THE CONTINUUM
SUPERMAN

Love and compassion for mankind

Cari White
Fox Run Elementary

Dawn Fontana
Regency Place Elementary
WE FIND BOOKS THAT ARE MIRRORS FOR OUR STUDENTS!

We help them reflect on their identity and experiences.
WE FIND BOOKS THAT ARE MIRRORS FOR OUR STUDENTS!

“When children cannot find themselves reflected in the books they read, or when the images they see are distorted, negative, or laughable, they learn a powerful lesson about how they are devalued in the society of which they are a part.” (Bishop, 2009)
Students can learn to understand and appreciate the stories of others, to see multiple points of view. We help our students learn about the connections among all humans.
The right book at the right time
myschoollibrary What a great start to our after school book club! We played a get to know you game, like Charlie did in Chapter One of Wish by @barbaraocnnon 36 happy readers! #LibraryLearners #followthereader #teachersfollowteachers #teachersofinstagram #teachersofig #instagramteachers #texaslibrary #neisdlegs #wish
kandice.koch I agree! It was a great start! 😊
barbaraocnnon Love this so much! Thanks for sharing
thetrappedlibrarian What a great opportunity for those kiddos!!
When we read, we learn to empathize with others & respect their experiences.
Librarians promote social emotional learning through literacy.
Librarians model healthy relationships throughout the campus and beyond.
Leading with People, Purpose, and Passion

Roxanne Jenke
Lopez Middle School

http://avengersassemble.wikia.com/wiki/Black_Panther
Leading with People

- Professional Development Providers
- Mentors
- Building Relationships
- Working with Our Stakeholders
Great panel discussion re the relationship bet technology specialist and librarian. Also, highlighted the use of #texquest #neisdtech @WesWryan @WCLib @MichelleHaider1 @SarahGSepulveda @RegencyLibrary @LopezMSLibrary
Leading with Purpose

MISSION AND VISION
PROGRAM IMPACT AND STUDENT GROWTH
STRATEGIC PLANNING
ADVOCACY
Christa Preiss @LopezMSFCs - 9 Nov 2017

Love the poppy paintings led by Mrs. Jenke, librarian and Mrs. Fisher, librarian assistant and artist extraordinaire. #LPedChat @LopezLeads

José Lopez MS PTA @LopezMSPTA - Feb 28

A BIG “thank you” goes out to the many volunteers it took to make the First Annual Panther Challenge a success, and to all of the families and businesses for their contributions.
Leading with Passion

- Fostering Creativity
- Creating Opportunities
- Inspiring Curiosity
- Empowering Students
Sue Kuentz @Door2LoreSue · 20 Dec 2017
Look who’s Story Caroling at #HardyOakLibrary! Love our Lopez Middle School Storytelling Troupe! @LopezMSLibrary

Michelle Haider @MichelleHaider1 · 5 Dec 2017
Coding like a boss at @LopezMSLibrary. Unplugged, iPad apps and Cubelets @modrobotics @LopezLeads neisdhoc Neisditech HourOfCode2017
THANKS!

Any questions?
You can find us
@NEISDLibrary
neisdlibrary
NEISD Library Services